Prerequisites for Summer Merit Badges from Home

Art Merit
   #1C – Draw or paint any picture, have it prepared for the first class

American Business
   NO pre-reqs – all will be in class or homework after Day 1

American Cultures
   #1, pick 3 cultural groups and email your choices Post Requirements - #2, #4, #5

American Heritage
   No pre-reqs. Post Requirements - #2, #4, #5

Citizenship in the Nation
   #2 Post Requirements #3, #6, #8

Citizenship in the World
   #3 Post Requirements #4b/c, #7

Collections
   #1

Crime Prevention
   #2, #8

Dog Care
   #2, #4 – begin log. Have your dog present for one of the meetings to show commands

Fire Safety
   None – all will be done in class or as homework after day 1

First Aid
   None – all will be done in class or as homework after day 1

Fishing
   #9 (Must send a photo of the fish and where they caught the fish)

Genealogy
   #3, #5 Post Requirements - #6, #7, #9

Golf
   #7 – Take video of yourself and prepare to share in zoom meeting If able later this summer, a date may be planned to meet at a local golf course and play. An additional cost will be necessary to pay for green fees. Details to be discussed in zoom meetings
**Mammal Study**

Pre-reqs: #3a OR #3b OR #3c  
All others will be in class, homework after Day 1, or in person later on in the summer when we can

**Music**

Ability to read sheet music. If choosing them, #3a, #3c. Ability to upload a video to YouTube or send by email

**Nature**

NO pre-reqs – all will be in class or homework after Day 1

**Pets**

Must own a pet for at least four months prior to starting the merit badge

**Photography**

None – all will be done in class or as homework after day 1

**Public Health**

None – all will be done in class or as homework after day 1

**Public Speaking**

#1 (Come prepared for first class). Please try to keep to 3 minutes.

**Safety**

NO pre-reqs – all will be in class, homework after Day 1, or in person later on in the summer when we can

**Scouting Heritage**

#2a, #2b, #5 and #8

**Traffic Safety**

#2a – demonstrate to family  
All others will be in class, homework after Day 1, or in person later on in the summer when we can

**Weather**

#3 – Drawing of cold & warm, 6, 9A

**Wilderness Survival**

#5, 8 – show picture of survival shelter, sleep over night in it, provide picture of proof